Gork's GoodFilla WB Heavy Body Paste filler
1) The only easy to sand, non-shrinking water-based wood patch on the market.
2) ) Has excellent adhesion and does not shrink. This saves the installer money in time and
labor. It only needs to be applied once, unlike emulsion based products which need to be reapplied after the big sander has vibrated it out.
3) Flawlessly Accepts any finish
4) Stainable. GoodFilla accepts stain. Every time. All emulsion based wood fillers don't.
5) Tintable. Can be mixed with any tint, stain, or dye.(Includes tannic acid which will react to
current popular chemically reactive stains)
6) Zero waste. As any installer will tell you, they throw hardened wood filler out all the time.
The lid almost always never gets replaced correctly. GoodFilla reconstitutes with water.
7) Freeze-thaw stable. Again, wood filler (and finish) is routinely rendered useless after being
left on the truck in freezing temperatures. GoodFilla can be thawed and used unlimited times.
8) Coverage is 50%-75% more than other fillers. GoodFilla is extremely dense. It has an
almost 2-1 specific gravity vs others with a 1.4-1.
9) Multiple use. Can be used as a grain filler, primer, and knot sealer.
10) Zero VOC and non-toxic. It's a green product
11) 11 colours: Red Oak, White Oak, Cherry, Maple/Beech/Pine, White, Neutral/Tint
Base, Rosewood, Walnut, Mahogany/Brazilian Cherry, Ebony

Gork's GoodFilla WB Trowel Ready wood and grain filler
1) First of its kind on the market. The only easy to use Trowel Ready water based wood filler
available in the world! (in fact we discussed whether or not to patent it-but we believe the
trade secret is more valuable and has more longevity)
2) Has excellent adhesion and does not shrink. This saves the installer money in time and
labor. It only needs to be applied once.
3) Flawlessly Accepts any finish
4) Stainable. GoodFilla accepts stain. Every time. All emulsion based wood fillers don't.
5) Tintable. Can be mixed with any tint, stain, or dye.
6) Zero waste. As any installer will tell you, they throw hardened wood filler out all the time.
The lid almost always never gets replaced correctly. GoodFilla reconstitutes with water.
7) Freeze-thaw stable. GoodFilla TR can be thawed and used unlimited times. It also
maintains its consistency in a wide range of temperatures. From 1 deg C -100 deg C.
8) Coverage is 25% more than other trowelable fillers. One of the issues of trowelable fillers
is that the water gets sucked out by the wood very quickly. GoodFilla's formulation allows a
longer open time because it holds on to the water longer.
9) Multiple use. Can be used as a grain filler, primer, and knot sealer.
10) Easy to sand!
11) Zero VOC and non-toxic. It's a green product
12) 11 colours: Red Oak, White Oak, Cherry, Maple/Beech/Pine, White, Neutral/Tint
Base, Rosewood, Walnut, Mahogany/Brazilian Cherry, Ebony

Gork's GoodFilla WB "Filla-In-A-Bag" wood and grain filler
This innovative product appeals to woodworkers, makers, and artists since it seamlessly
dovetails with all water-based products—plus NC lacquer! Our convenient packaging means
you get exactly what you want every time. Mix the perfect amount for your project, to your
ideal viscosity, with no waste. Other benefits include
1) Can be mixed with water and/or any WB pigment, dye, stain, clear finish, paint or glue.
2) Can be mixed with NC lacquer.
3) Accepts stain and finish just like wood.
4) Multiple applications: Patching, grain-filling, and even inlay.
5) Does not shrink, sink, crack, or fall out.
6) Unlimited shelf-life.
7) Environmentally friendly, non-toxic, zero VOCs, biodegradable.
8) Economical to ship
9) 11 colours: Red Oak, White Oak, Cherry, Maple/Beech/Pine, White, Neutral/Tint Base,
Rosewood, Walnut, Mahogany/Brazilian Cherry, Ebony

Gork's GoodFilla WB CLEAR wood grain-filler
Gork’s GoodFilla Clear Grain-filler is the holy grail you’ve been looking for! You’ve
never met another grain or pore-filler like it. Forget everything you learned about the
arduous task of grain-filling, because this innovative water-based product saves you
time, money, and headaches—helping you achieve a flawless finish every time!
Benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does not impart any color or pigment to the finish—it is completely clear!
Dries in 15 minutes
Minimal sanding
Can be applied between coats of finish
Increases adhesion between finish and substrate
Can be mixed with wood flour and GoodFIlla paste to fill larger open-grain
pores or voids
Can be mixed with any WB/water soluble pigment, stain, paint or dye to
enhance the grain
Accepts any stain and finish just like wood
Does not shrink
Budget-friendly—a little goes a long way
Environmentally friendly, non-toxic, zero VOCs

•
•
•
•
•

Gork's GoodFilla WB Gel Stain and Paint base
Gork’s GoodFilla Stain and Paint Base gel will change the way you think about
water-based stains and dyes forever by eliminating the frustration related to
working with existing quick-drying products. Create custom stain or paint colors by
adding any water-soluble pigment or dye. This innovative product offers you an
unlimited open time, limiting lap marks and other imperfections often associated
with water-based stains and dyes. Gork’s GoodFilla Stain and Paint Base
adheres to almost any surface and can be applied between coats of finish,
reversible until a finish coat is applied. Benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Dries in 15 minutes
Can be applied between coats of finish
Reversible—can be altered even when dried, before finish coat is applied
Can be mixed with any WB pigment, stain, paint, or other color additives
Budget-friendly—a little goes a long way
Adheres to almost any surface
Environmentally friendly, non-toxic, zero VOCs

All products are Made in the USA
For more information go to GoodFilla.com
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